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Online technologies offer great promise to expand models of delivery for therapeutic interventions to help
users cope with increasingly common mental illnesses like anxiety and depression. For example, “cognitive
reappraisal” is a skill that involves changing one’s perspective on negative thoughts in order to improve
one’s emotional state. In this work, we present Flip*Doubt, a novel crowd-powered web application that
provides users with cognitive reappraisals (“reframes") of negative thoughts. A one-month field deployment
of Flip*Doubt with 13 graduate students yielded a data set of negative thoughts paired with positive reframes,
as well as rich interview data about how participants interacted with the system. Through this deployment,
our work contributes: (1) an in-depth qualitative understanding of how participants used a crowd-powered
cognitive reappraisal system in the wild; and (2) detailed codebooks that capture informative context about
negative input thoughts and reframes. Our results surface data-derived hypotheses that may help to explain
what types of reframes are helpful for users, while also providing guidance to future researchers and developers
interested in building collaborative systems for mental health. In our discussion, we outline implications for
systems research to leverage peer training and support, as well as opportunities to integrate AI/ML-based
algorithms to support the cognitive reappraisal task. (Note: This paper includes potentially triggering mentions
of mental health issues and suicide.)
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INTRODUCTION

Roughly 1 in 5 Americans meet the criteria for at least one mental illness [13]. In some populations,
these rates are even higher; for example, 41% of graduate students report moderate to severe anxiety
and 39% report similar levels of depression [25, 27]. Unfortunately, there are nowhere near enough
clinical resources available to meet ever-growing demand for treatment, due not only to a lack of
providers, but also to a widespread lack of access to adequate transportation, health insurance or
finances [78]. Stigma around seeking professional mental health care adds an additional barrier,
with minority racial groups, immigrants, and people of low socioeconmic status even less likely to
seek care [44]. Therefore, it has become vitally important to consider new ways to expand models
of delivery for therapeutic interventions beyond individual or group therapy with clinical, licensed
psychotherapists [44]. In particular, the psychology [44, 77] and social computing [4, 24, 67, 68]
literature strongly advocate for a need to involve well-intentioned peers (e.g., friends, family,
community volunteers, or other strangers online) in mental health interventions, even without
professional training or knowledge, both because peers are particularly well-positioned to provide
support, and because peer support is often crucial or necessary for recovery.
Technology may offer effective and scalable ways to involve peer supporters and and offer skillsbased training to address gaps in mental healthcare through Internet use [44], mobile apps [56, 85],
online or telephone counseling [44, 76], or online health communities [6, 18, 74, 81, 88, 89]. One such
opportunity leverages “cognitive reappraisal” [5, 24, 56]–a skill for regulating emotions by changing
one’s thoughts about the meaning of a situation [36]. Using this skill effectively requires training
and practice [96] that is ideally provided in clinical settings like Cognitive Behavioral Therapy
(CBT) [80] or Dialectical Behavioral Therapy (DBT) groups [11]. Yet insufficient clinical access
leaves a gap that technology might fill. For instance, crowd-powered cognitive reappraisal platforms
shows promise in delivering timely, user-specific reframes [59, 60]. The eventual intention of such
platforms is to help users become proficient in reappraising their own thoughts, however two
intermediary goals approach this aim. First, receiving a meaningful reappraisal may be helpful in the
moment and serve as a model for someone new to the technique [59]. Second, providing reappraisals
to others benefits the re-appraiser through repetitive practice [5, 24]. One major sociotechnical
challenge lies in resolving the tension between the two goals—providing minimally-trained novice
re-appraisers with opportunities to practice and improve, while still ensuring quality responses for
those seeking reappraisals.
Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning (AI/ML)-based algorithms present opportunities
for augmenting cognitive reappraisal platforms by providing a scaffold for moderating and/or
training novice re-appraisers. For example, content moderation algorithms can amplify moderator
efforts and prevent users from receiving harmful reappraisals. Additionally, AI-based generative
models and recommender systems could help re-appraisers select effective reappraisal strategies
for specific users or situations. Capitalizing on these opportunities requires collecting and labeling
domain-specific datasets. Furthermore, prior work points to needs for an empirical understanding
of: (1) how such systems are used in the wild without extensive training for re-appraisers and
minimal moderation, and (2) whether certain reappraisal strategies are more useful than others,
given varying user contexts. We frame these areas of inquiry as two driving research questions:
RQ1: How do people use a crowd-powered cognitive reappraisal application in the wild?
RQ2: How do contextual factors impact participant perceptions of the quality of reappraisals
they receive through a crowd-powered reappraisal system?
In order to address these questions, we built a crowd-powered cognitive reappraisal prototype
called Flip*Doubt. We completed a month-long field deployment with 13 graduate student participants to collect complementary qualitative and quantitative data. Through a thematic data-driven
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analysis, we contribute an understanding of how participants used the system in the wild, and two
codebooks that provide a new way for researchers to label contextual aspects of negative thoughts
and corresponding cognitive reappraisals. Furthermore, our results surface hypotheses about how
these contextual aspects impact perceptions of quality. In our discussion, we outline implications
for systems research to leverage peer training and support, as well as opportunities to integrate
AI/ML-based algorithms to support the cognitive reappraisal task. We also offer strategies and
ethical considerations for future work to gather large cognitive reappraisal datasets that could
support the development of the proposed AI/ML-based systems.
2

RELATED LITERATURE

Many studies have examined mental health intervention technologies from the perspective of
behavior intervention (e.g., [55, 72, 97]) and therapeutic content delivery (e.g., [21, 31, 85]), with
many acknowledging the need for additional work on improving engagement [20, 94] and personalization [2, 61, 71, 93]. In this paper, we support such opportunities by examining how a crowd-based
cognitive reappraisal platform is used in the wild, and analyzing data generated through deployment.
In this section, we position these contributions in the context of prior literature on emotion regulation, behavior intervention technologies, crowd-powered cognitive reappraisal, and algorithmic
scaffolding for supportive messaging and moderation in mental health.
2.1

Emotion regulation and cognitive reappraisal

2.1.1 Cognitive reappraisal as a skill. Our paper explores the potential for crowd-based technologies
to support skill-building for emotion regulation. More specifically, cognitive reappraisal is a skill
that requires a person to reflect on the emotional meaning of a situation [36] in order to upregulate positive emotions or down-regulate negative emotions [54]. Using this skill effectively
first requires modeling, training, and practice [96], and can then reduce emotional distress [37] and
depression [33]. However, learning and applying the skill can be quite difficult, especially during
moments of elevated stress [75].
2.1.2 The need to understand context-specific reappraisal tactics. One specific challenge is that
cognitive reappraisal is sensitive to contextual details [95] and timing [87], which makes it difficult
to provide one-size-fits-all training for generating or evaluating reappraisals. Most relevant to this
study, prior work has taken initial steps to identify tactics for supporting people to generate better
reappraisals. In “Unpacking Cognitive Reappraisal: Goals, Tactics, and Outcomes,” [53] McRae et al.
created a codebook that detailed eight types of reappraisal tactics that people used for emotion
regulation. Furthermore, Morris et al. highlight the need for future work to explore “whether specific
reappraisal tactics might be solicited at different times, perhaps depending on user preference or the
nature of the user’s situation.” [59] To address this open question, we adapt the codebook from [53]
for a crowd-based online cognitive reappraisal task. We also contribute new codes for contextual
features of negative thoughts and “meta-behaviors” used by crowd-workers.
2.2

Behavior Intervention Technology

2.2.1 Behavior intervention through digitizing therapeutic content. Crowd-based systems for cognitive reappraisal fall into the broader class of systems known as Behavior Intervention Technologies
(BITs). In HCI, BITs have been effectively used to aid users with goals like smoking cessation [15],
weight management [8], and reduction of anxiety and depression in primary care settings [35] and
student populations [60]. Mental health BITs cover a broad array of technologies ranging from simple supportive messaging systems like Text4Mood [1] to multi-app suites like IntelliCare [56] that
offer skills-based therapeutic content. Of particular relevance to this study are apps that translate
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therapeutic modalities into online formats. Two examples include: “iCBT,” in which professional
therapists work with CBT clients fully online [20]; and “Pocket Skills,” a mobile app that introduces
eMarsha (modeled after DBT’s founder, Marsha Linehan) as a chat agent to guide users through
virtual DBT exercises [85]. Both examples expand access to digitized modules for emotion regulation, distress tolerance, interpersonal effectiveness, or other types of skills, which form the the core
materials and concepts of CBT/DBT. However, they do not yet incorporate peer support, which,
for many clients, is equally as important as the core content [77]. The complexity and nuance of
involving peers safely and effectively through online interventions remains an unsolved challenge
that our work here contributes toward solving.
2.2.2 A need for more personalization and peer involvement. Another core challenge is that BITs
typically attempt to replace or augment the training a participant may receive under the supervision
of a professional therapist [80]. Prior work has taken several approaches to address this. One
approach is to apply a broad set of heuristic best practices for the cognitive reappraisal task. For
example, IntelliCare Thought Challenger [56] first directs users to input a negative thought. It then
provides a set of general questions to help them identify distortions in the thought, and eventually
craft a more helpful or realistic version of the original. However, this heuristic approach is not
personalized to the user or context. A substantial body of work has highlighted the need for such
personalization as an area for future research in the study of mental health BITs (e.g., [59, 71, 72, 93]),
as well as the vital need to incorporate peer supporters [4, 24, 44, 67, 68]. Crowdsourcing is thus a
second approach that can help to leverage peer support, provide users with personalized reframes,
and scale BITs outside of the supervision of professional therapists. Flip*Doubt takes this strategy,
inspired by prior research on crowdsourcing in mental health BITs.
2.3

Crowdsourcing in behavior intervention technologies

2.3.1 Prior systems for crowd-powered support. In crowdsourcing, large groups of people (usually
strangers online) individually complete small tasks that contribute to larger goals [69], like writing
documents [10], evaluating trustworthiness on Wikipedia [45], or labelling training data [50].
Panoply is one especially relevant example of a mental health BIT that uses crowdsourcing. Panoply
began as a research project [59, 60] and has since been developed into a nonprofit called Koko
that is primarily used by adolescents and young adults [23, 24, 58]. In Panoply/Koko, users input a
description of their stressor. The system sends that description to a crowd worker, who then sends
a supportive message back to the user. Morris et al. found that using Panoply to receive supportive
messages helped reduce depression symptoms [60], and also that clinically beneficial effects were
even more pronounced when Koko users actively participated in sending positive support messages
to others [24]. Panoply used two mechanisms to ensure quality reappraisals: (1) it provided training
in cognitive reappraisal to crowd workers on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT); and (2) it employed
a second layer of crowd workers to moderate the quality of reappraisals–i.e. to check for grammar
and language issues, and ensure core issues of the input stressor were addressed.
2.3.2 Assessing quality in crowd-powered cognitive reappraisal. Our system is inspired by the
Panoply approach, but differs in several ways to allow us to address our research questions. First,
beyond a basic description of the task, we use untrained crowd workers. This enables us to gather
data that models the behavior of “in the wild” users, such as those who might arrive to online
communities for mental health with no prior training. (Note that Koko shifted to using online peers
rather than AMT workers, and like Flip*Doubt, also offers almost no training, making the Koko
platform a close comparison.) Second, we ask participants to assess the quality of all reappraisals
(rather than allowing moderators to filter any responses) based on their own subjective experience
of what is perceived as “helpful” to them on a 0.5-5 star rating scale. We contrast our rating scale
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against the one used in Koko, which asks recipients of support messages to use a 3-point rating
scale (-1 = it’s really bad, 0 = it’s okay, +1 = it’s really good) [23]. We intentionally did not include
labels on our rating scale or provide a specific definition of “bad” or “good” reframes during our
intake procedure, so that participants could organically form their own opinions of what is helpful,
and then share their reasons for why/how they provided reframe ratings. In doing so, our work
contributes a nuanced and user-derived understanding of “quality” in crowd-based reappraisals, and
helps to identify types of unhelpful reappraisals that may otherwise pass moderated quality checks
(e.g., Pollyannaisms). Identifying contextual factors associated with both helpful and unhelpful
responses lays the groundwork for systems that scaffold both reappraisal and moderation processes.
2.4

Algorithmic scaffolding for supportive messaging and moderation

One final approach to scaling mental health behavior intervention technologies relies on semior fully automated solutions to assist peer supporters to write high quality comments, and/or
moderators to manage a much higher volume of peer-written messages. To support these goals,
recent studies seek to understand: (1) what factors contribute to the effectiveness of peer support
messages; and (2) how technology might better guide supportive peer communications.
2.4.1 Qualities of effective support messages. Some recent works use ML/NLP methods to create
models from observed data in online communities (such as words or behavioral logs), with the
goal of uncovering features of high quality supportive messages. For example, Bao et al. present
eight broad categories of pro-social behavior (information sharing, gratitude, esteem enhancement,
social support, social cohesion, fundraising/donating, mentoring, and absence of toxicity), as well
as automatic methods for extracting information about each category from Reddit data [7]. More
specific to mental health, Chikersal et. al. describe a text-mining procedure in which they extract
linguistic features from therapists’ messages to clients in an online iCBT platform, and use these
features to predict client outcomes–e.g., reductions in PHQ-9 (depression) and GAD-7 (anxiety)
scores (the same clinical measures used in this paper) [20]. The authors conclude that supportive
messages from online therapists are more effective when they follow patterns such as using more
positive and joy-related words than negative and sadness- or fear-related words, and when they
contain more active verbs and social-behavior-related words, with fewer abstraction-related words.
Using similar text-mining techniques, Doré and Morris examined Koko data to show that a moderate
(rather than low or high) degree of textual similarity between input thoughts and positive support
messages predicts better ratings of support messages, and also that high semantic synchrony
(rather than just similar word choices) predicts even better ratings and longer-lasting emotional
benefits [23]. However, these papers do not qualitatively analyze the content of reappraisal messages.
Rather than extraction through text-mining, we use human induction to create and apply codebooks
that paint a rich, qualitative glimpse of the data. We hope that the insights from our study will
eventually enable a finer degree of granularity for personalized, strategic recommendations that
can complement broader stylistic recommendations from prior work.
2.4.2 Technology for guiding supportive communication. Some prior work explores technological
mechanisms for guiding peer conversations. For example, O’Leary et al. designed a guided chat
exercise with pre-defined prompts for pairs of participants to discuss mental health issues [68];
guided chats promoted more depth, insights, and solutions, whereas unguided chats felt smoother
and offered pleasant distractions, albeit with less depth. Other papers focus matching chat partners.
For example, Andalibi & Flood interviewed users of Buddy Project, which connects anonymous
youths struggling with mental health [4]. Unlike physical illnesses such as cancer [32, 51, 89] or rare
diseases [52], where research has established that matching based on condition is a crucial goal, [4]
found that users should be paired based on shared interests or identity, rather than mental health
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diagnoses, since over-exposure to the same mental illness can lead to unhealthy comparisons or
disordered coping mechanisms. O’Leary et al. also affirm the necessity of matching peers based on
similarities beyond mental health diagnosis, as well as improving the accessibility of interventions,
and proactively providing training to users in order to mitigate risks [67].
Recent work also highlights an urgent need for online communities to provide technological
help with writing individual comments [88]. Through focus groups with stakeholders in a large
online health community (www.CaringBridge.org), Smith et al. show that users often struggle
to know what to say, and that they desire mechanisms such as algorithmic assistance, training
resources, or automatic text suggestions to help them compose effective messages [88]. Some
work has begun to implement such algorithmic assistance. For example, Sharma et. al. built a
Reinforcement Learning-based agent (PARTNER) that generates and inserts more empathetic
phrases into commments [86]. Peng et al. created the Mental Health Peer Support Bot (MepsBot)
which helps peers to improve supportive comments by either assessing in-progress comments
and highlighting improvement opportunities, or recommending prior comments as examples [73].
Relatedly, Morris et al. conducted a study in which they matched incoming Koko posts with similar
past posts, and then sent pre-existing comments written by past peers [58]. Framing re-used
comments as though they were from by a bot, they found that purportedly bot-written comments
were often well-received, but also that they received overall lower ratings than comments from
human peers [58]. These types of mechanisms point to possible applications of our results from
Flip*Doubt, as we will describe in the discussion.
Finally, algorithmic assistance is now crucial for content moderation in many online contexts. In
large communities like Reddit [19, 42] and Wikipedia [34, 38, 91], content moderation systems often
use moderator-configured pattern-matching rules or AI/ML-based systems to detect problems like
abusive content or toxic speech [98]. Similarly, Morris et al. call for automated systems that “groom
responses from the crowd” [59] to identify helpful vs. unhelpful responses. This paper contributes
analyses that specify what may be helpful or unhelpful for cognitive reappraisal. We next describe
the system and methods used to address these open areas of inquiry.
3

SYSTEM DESIGN

The title of Flip*Doubt is a phonetic play on words. The phrase “flipped out” refers to a negative
mental state such as overwhelming anxiety, fear, or doubt; the Flip*Doubt system helps to “flip”
these “doubts” or negative thoughts. Similar to Koko, the system prompts users to input negative
thoughts, and then uses crowdsourcing techniques to return cognitive reappraisals back to the user.
We will use the following terms throughout the rest of the paper:
• Input Thought: A negative thought written by the user as input to the system.
• Reframe: A cognitive reappraisal written by a crowd worker and returned to the user.
• Tactic: A strategy or approach to cognitive reappraisal used by a crowd worker to generate
a given reframe.
• Reason: An explanatory reason provided by users (either via UI or exit interview) for how
they rated a reframe.
3.1

Technical detail

3.1.1 User Experience & Interface. We designed three main tasks for users in the Flip*Doubt web
application: (1) creating input thoughts, (2) rating reframes, and (3) providing reasons. Figure 1
shows two main screens of Flip*Doubt. For task (1), the "Write Thoughts" screen displayed a thought
bubble with an input field. Rather than notifying participants at specified times, we instructed
them to organically input negative thoughts whenever they felt comfortable sharing them for this
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Fig. 1. Flip*Doubt Web Application Screenshots. Left: The “Write Thoughts” screen shows a text input field
shaped like a thought bubble containing a prompt for the user to type in a negative thought. Right: The “Rate
Reframes” screen allows users to view an input and rate its three reframes on a 0.5-5 scale star rating system.

research. This choice provided the benefit of allowing natural system usage, with the limitation
that some users did not use it as regularly as others.
Next, clicking a button labeled "Transform" sent the thought to Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT).
We retrieved three reframes from AMT crowd workers for each input thought (see Sec. 3.1.3).
Participants received an email when all three reframes were complete. Most reframes were returned
within about 3-10 minutes, or on rare occasions, a few hours. Participants then returned to the
application to complete tasks (2) and (3) in the "Rate Reframes" screen, which presented a scrollable
view of reframes ready to be rated. To avoid accidental 0-star ratings from not clicking anything,
we required each reframe to be rated on a 0.5 to 5 star scale. After providing all three ratings, an
additional input box appeared and prompted the user to provide a reason for one of the ratings.1
Finally, the user was presented with a flippable digital card. On the front, the top-rated reframe
was overlaid on a randomly selected nature or cityscape to resemble a "motivational poster." On the
back, the input was overlaid on a dark photo. Participants could return to flip the cards at any time.
3.1.2 Backend. Flip*Doubt was a web application built on the MERN stack (Mongo, Express, React
and Node). The application was deployed on Heroku and utilized the AMT API to create Human
Intelligence Tasks (HITs) when users generated input. One node.js process continuously polled
the AMT API to retrieve reframes and persist them in the MongoDB instance. The Flip*Doubt web
server then continuously polled the MongoDB instance for newly persisted reframes returned from
AMT, to present in the React application.
3.1.3 Crowdsourcing integration. Three identical HITs were created on AMT per one input. HITs
included minimal instructions to view the input and write a reframe that is more positive and
inspirational. The HIT instructions (available in Appendix section B) also included one example
case of an input with two acceptable and two unacceptable reframes. No information or training
was provided to crowd workers. We paid $0.05 USD per HIT.
4

METHODS

We completed a field study of Flip*Doubt with graduate students from across several departments
at the University of Minnesota during February through May of 2019. Here, we describe our
1 We asked for only one reason (despite having three reframe ratings) to avoid fatiguing users. We gathered an approximately

equal number of reasons across each possible rating level by implementing an algorithm to request a reason for the rating
level for which we had collected the fewest ratings. For example, if a user rated three reframes at 1.5, 3.0, and 4.5 stars, and
we had previously collected the least reasons for 3.0 star ratings, the system would request a reason for the 3.0 star rating.
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participants and the four-stage protocol we used to gather and ensure data quality and participant
safety. We then describe our analysis of the data.
4.1

Participants

Graduate students are highly impacted by mental illnesses like anxiety and depression [25, 27]
or imposter syndrome [79]—a damaging and persistent pattern of thinking that one is fraudulent
compared to peers [14]. We emailed two departmental list-servs and invited respondents to recommend friends. We recruited a snowball sample of thirteen students (four MS, nine PhD) from five
different departments and degree programs. Eight participants identified as female, five as male.
Seven participants reported never receiving a mental health diagnosis from a medical professional;
five reported that they had; one did not say. Participants’ ages ranged from 24 to 39 (average 30.6)
years old. Participants reported their race as White (10), Black (1), Asian (1), and Hispanic (1).
Participants were in their first (3), second (2), third (3), fourth (1), or fifth or higher (4) year.
4.2

Protocol

Participation was compensated up to a maximum of $45 USD for using Flip*Doubt according to the
following four-part protocol. This study protocol was approved by our university’s IRB:
(1) Intake ($10): This 30-minute in-person meeting with a member of the research team included informed consent, a demo of the app, Q&A, and intake surveys for demographics and
wellbeing measures (see (3) below).
(2) One month of usage (up to $25): To motivate continued participation over a month-long
period, participants earned $0.50 per instance of system usage, up to a maximum total of
$25.00 for 50 unique instances. Each instance required participants to enter an input, rate all
three reframes, and provide one reason through the UI.
(3) Monitoring for wellbeing and safety: We administered psychometric surveys to assure
participants’ safety and measure any changes in their wellbeing. As in prior HCI work [64],
the SBQ-R (Suicidality) instrument [70] was administered at intake and midpoint (i.e., after 2
weeks). If participants scored higher than 7 (indicating mild suicide risk) at any point, we
prohibited participation and directed them to on-campus resources for mental health support.
(One prospective participant was barred from participating and directed to resources. No
other participants scored >7 at any point.) We also administered the PHQ-9 (Depression) [48]
and GAD-7 (anxiety) [92] at intake, midpoint, and final (i.e., after 4 weeks) to measure any
shifts (see section 4.4.1 for this analysis), however we did not take any specific actions based
on these scores. Finally, one member of our research team monitored all inputs and reframes
every day to ensure that: (1) if participants wrote about safety risks, we could direct them to
on-campus resources for support, and (2) we could ban malicious crowd workers and remove
damaging reframes. (Neither of these possibilities occurred during this study.)
(4) Exit interview ($10): We completed semi-structured interviews after 4 weeks to ask how
users perceived the app, what they liked or disliked, and how they provided ratings and
reasons. See Appendix Section A for complete interview protocol/questions.
4.3

Resulting dataset

At the end of the study period, our dataset from the deployment included 373 inputs with 1119
reframes (of which 1068 received ratings).2 Participants usually completed full evaluations of
2 While

we cannot make this preliminary dataset of negative thoughts and rated reframes public due to ethical and privacy
concerns regarding the identifiability of participants, we invite inquiries from interested researchers who may be interested
in future collaborations on this data and domain.
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Sample Input
“My committee was probably just being nice to me in the meeting.”
“I'm not good at taking care of my physical health.”
“I'm starting a new job soon, and I'm terrified that my new boss is going to realize
that hiring me was a big mistake.”

Future
Personal Relationships
Work or School
Health and Appearance
Financial
Managing Home Life
Generic Emotions
Self-Disparagement
Expressing Regret
Comparison with Others
Expressing
Uncertainty/Worry
Ruminating on Others’
Thoughts/Motivations
Generic Complaint

“Sometimes I think that my friends only spend time with me out of pity.”
“My PhD research is worthless and doesn't stand to benefit anyone in any way.”
“I feel like I am not making progress with my workouts.”
“I fear I made a poor financial decision.”
“This room is a pigsty, such a mess.”
“I feel bitter and grumpy all the time lately, and it makes me dislike myself.”
“Sometimes I feel guilty just for taking up space.”
“I should have paid better attention to my schedule and not refused to having that
meeting.”
“It's hard watching other people take vacations when I don't get to.”
“I'm worried that I might never actually be happy, ever.”
“I think that other people think I'm stupid and don't belong in grad school.”
“This cold weather seems like it is never going to end. I need spring to arrive.”

Table 1. Codes Applied to Input Thoughts. The right column includes real data samples accompanying these
codes. Complete definitions and rules for applying these codes can be found in Table 4 of the Appendix.

reframes: 275 inputs had all three reframes rated, and one reason provided; 81 inputs had all three
reframes rated, but neglected to provide a reason; only 17 inputs had none of their reframes rated,
and no reason provided. One participant dropped out after 2 weeks due to being too busy with
work to continue investing energy in participating, but still granted permission to use their input
and reframe data to date. Thus we completed and transcribed 12 exit interviews, including 4.7
hours of audio transcripts. Interviews lasted 23:26 minutes on average (range of 13:21 to 38:44).
4.4

Analysis

4.4.1 Instrument analysis. The PHQ-9 [48] and GAD-7 [92] generate integer scores indicating
levels of depression and anxiety over the past two weeks. Since we repeated a measurement with
the same participants multiple times, we conducted paired t-tests to understand whether scores
had changed during the study. See section 5.2.5 for results.
4.4.2 Qualitative interview analysis. We conducted an inductive thematic analysis. First, we completed open coding of the interview transcripts. Next, we held a series of group meetings to cluster
open codes and identify relevant themes. In the first section of results (Section 5), we present
the main themes from this analysis that address RQ1 by describing how participants used the
system and how they felt it impacted them. We also used this analysis to inform our codebook
development–especially the “meta-behaviors” codebook described in the next section.
4.4.3 Iterative codebook development and application. We developed two codebooks to describe
the input thoughts (Table 1) and reframes (Table 2). For reference, Figure 2 shows an example
application of codes to one input thought and its three reframes. To develop these codebooks, three
authors participated in an iterative codebook development process, guided by Interrater Reliability
(IRR, Krippendorff’s Alpha, 𝛼) scores at each round. Section D in the Appendix includes final IRR
scores along with detailed definitions and specific coding rules.
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Reformulation Tactics

Codes for Reframes

Sample Reframe

Silver Lining

“The world has only hurt me.”

“I’ve been hurt, but I am better and stronger
because of it!”

Change Current
Circumstances

“I've been procrastinating all weekend,
and it makes me feel like a lazy,
worthless piece of garbage.”

“I worked hard all week, I deserve a
weekend off.”

Change Future
Consequences

“I should be working harder, always
working harder”

“Working harder will make me capable of
great things.”

Agency
Distancing
Technical-Analytic
Problem Solving
Acceptance
Direct Negation
Misunderstand
Instructions

Meta-Behaviors

Sample Input

“I am having an unlucky streak, but I'm going
“I am an inherently unlucky person and I
to do everything I can to turn it into a lucky
will continue to have bad luck”
streak.”
"I shouldn't be proud of this grant; other "Who cares if other people got better grants?
people have gotten better ones, and it
I have earned my grant and I should be
must not have been that competitive."
proud of it."
“I can start a videodiary for myself - by
retelling events, I can rethink them and cool
“I feel overwhelmed by emotions.”
down a little the intensity of emotions.”
"When I tell people that I am relaxing,
"Taking time for myself to relax is important,
they probably think I am a loser because and being between jobs is nothing to be
I don't have a job."
ashamed of."
“I'm so unprepared for today's
“i prepared very well for today's
presentation.”
presentation."
"I feel lacking on the grounds that I don't
"I feel inadequate because I don't earn
procure as a lot of cash as my significant
as much money as my husband."
other."

Reality Challenge

“I'm afraid that I'll just never truly be
happy.”

Introducing New
Personal Context

"I'm sad that I can't go to the party
organised by friends."

“Of course I will be happy one day but
sometimes down time just occurs.”
"I can;t go to the party but I can enjoy time
alone with my dog at home, which isn't so
bad."

“Grad school doesn't teach you how to

Acknowledge Main be a human, it teaches you how to be a “Grad school can teach complacency but it's
robot, and its so easy to just fall in line
up to the individual to find the unique and
Concern
instead of fighting for a more balanced more rewarding path.”
life. Demoralizing…”

Ignore Input
Issue(s)
Minor Grammar
Major Grammar

"I am the worst kind of white
priveledge."
“I am highly critical of people and their
efforts. I need to be more gracious and
grateful”
"I'm not good at taking care of my
physical health."

"I have gifts and talents that the world has
not yet seen."
“I always push people to be there best, but
also see there worth.”
"I AM VERY GOOD BODY MAINTAINING
PERSON"

Table 2. Codes Applied to Reframes. Real input data in the "Sample Input" column is paired with associated
reframes in the adjacent "Sample Reframe" column. Complete definitions and rules for applying these codes
can be found in Table 5 of the Appendix.

We took a fully inductive approach to developing the input thought codebook, in order to ensure
that our analysis closely matched and reflected our data. It describes three categories of codes: (1)
temporal context (past, present, future), (2) the topic of the thought (e.g., personal relationships,
work/school, etc.), and (3) a meta-topic that relates to higher level psychological behaviors (e.g.,
self-disparagement, expressing regret, etc.). Each input was assigned exactly one code in each of
these categories, thus we calculated 𝛼 at the category level. Three coders developed the codebook
through three rounds of coding 20 inputs until all 𝛼 scores were >0.8, indicating a high level of
agreement. One coder then applied this codebook to all input thoughts in our dataset.
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To ground the reframe codebook in prior literature, we began with the one used by McRae et
al. [53]. Their codebook describes cognitive reappraisal tactics that were naturally used by study participants (without expertise or training) to reappraise images of other’s experiences. The reappraisal
task in [53]–an in-person and image-based activity–is analogous to ours, which is instead online
and text-based. With some adjustments, we found that McRae’s codebook provided a useful starting
point for categorizing reappraisal tactics we observed in the reframes generated by this study.
(See Appendix Section D.1 for a description of how we modified the codebook from [53]). During
exit interviews, participants also described another category of what we term “meta-behaviors”
that arose in the crowdworking context. The codes in this category (e.g., Acknowledge Main
Concern, Introduce New Personal Context, Major Grammar) were generated inductively
from the data, and occurred independently of the main tactics used, thus complementing and
enriching McRae et al.
The task of developing and applying the categories used in our reframe codebook was more
complex and challenging than the input thoughts codebook for two main reasons: (1) Some reframes
included multiple main phrases (or complete sentences), and (2) a given phrase in a reframe may
employ multiple tactics simultaneously. To avoid over-applying codes, we created the rule that
each main phrase must receive only one tactic code; thus only reframes comprised of multiple main
phrases could receive multiple tactic codes, whereas each meta-behavior code could be applied
independently. Because of this additional complexity, we calculated 𝛼 at the individual code level.
Three coders developed the codebook through five rounds of coding 30 reframes generated from
10 inputs until all 𝛼 scores were ≥ 0.6, indicating reasonable agreement. Two coders then applied
this codebook to all reframes.
4.4.4 Presentation of Descriptive Statistics and Average Ratings of Reframes. In Section 6, we present
descriptive summaries and average ratings of reframes (denoted by 𝑟¯) grouped according to codes
applied to them. Our study design choices affect the nature of our data in two important ways.
First, the same participants used Flip*Doubt over a period of time, creating inputs that are likely
related to earlier inputs. Second, participants rated three items at once, which has been shown in
psychology [40] and recommender systems [22, 63] to impact individual ratings. Interactions may
also exist between some of our codes; however, only some of these interactions are well observed
in our data. Given the scope of the paper and the small sample size, we did not conduct further
statistical analyses; thus, our quantitative results should be interpreted as suggestive and exploratory.
By synthesizing descriptive statistics alongside qualitative reasons provided by participants, we
derive novel hypotheses that could potentially explain trends in the data; we emphasize that these
hypotheses should be carefully examined in future work using appropriate study designs and
statistical tests with larger data sets and groups of participants. Furthermore, since this study
introduces novel codebooks for cognitive reappraisal, prior investigations are unavailable to inform
quantitative methods such as power analyses; our study also provides a quantitative baseline that
can inform and support future work in this domain.
4.5 Ethics
We designed a cognitive reappraisal system similar to one in prior work which had positive impacts
on users [60], however our system also required ethical considerations to ensure the safety of: (1)
participants, and (2) crowd workers.
First, we screened participants to prevent at-risk individuals from exposure to additional risk (see
Section 7.3.2 for more discussion). Prior to deployment, we also extensively tested the system to
assess whether crowd workers ever wrote toxic or abusive reframes that may harm participants. We
never received abusive reframes, but we nonetheless carefully monitored our data and participants
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Sample Reframes:
ce

Sample Input:
“I don't work out enough, I
should be in better shape”

n
pta lenge
ce
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Tactic: Agency

Ta

ct
ic:
Input Codes Applied:
Di
re
● Temporal: Present
ct
Ne
● Topic: Health and Appearance
ga
tio
● Meta-Topic: Self-Disparagement
n

“I love my body, it is
mine and does
great things for me.”

Reason for Rating:
“It's a nice positive
affirmation that doesn't
lie and tell me I'm in
better shape than I am.”

“I can start working
out more and get in
better shape!”

“I work out a lot and
that is why I am in
fantastic shape!”

Fig. 2. Complete Example Instance of System Usage, including Codes Applied. P2 provided a negative thought
as input, ratings of three reframes, and a reason for one rating. AMT crowd workers provided reframes. Our
research team labeled all inputs with input codes, and all reframes with reformulation tactics (above arrows)
and meta-behaviors (below arrows).

to ensure we could respond appropriately if needed. We also explained to participants what AMT
is and how we were using it in the study, our data monitoring process, and our intended use of
the data, so that participants could make informed decisions. Finally, we emphatically instructed
participants to stop using Flip*Doubt if, for any reason, they wanted to.
Regarding crowd workers, one risk is that exposure to the negative thoughts of others could
have detrimental impacts. Here, we rely on crowd workers’ choice to select a given HIT or not. The
title of our HIT was, “Re-write a negative thought with a positive spin," which implies exposure
to a negative thought. If such exposure was not desired, we assume crowd workers would not
select the HIT. Second, Flip*Doubt does not rely on repeatedly exposing the same crowd workers to
negative thoughts over time, which could increase possible risks to mental health (similarly to how
online community moderators are negatively impacted by repeated exposure to policy-violating
content [9, 62]). We assume that many of the crowd workers who provided reframes were unique,
however, one limitation of this study is that we were unable to recover IDs of the crowd workers
who completed Flip*Doubt HITs.3 Therefore we do not know if the same Turkers worked on
Flip*Doubt HITs repeatedly.
5

FLIP*DOUBT SYSTEM USAGE AND IMPACTS (RQ1)

5.1

Participants’ descriptions of using the system

All participants were at least initially intrigued by Flip*Doubt and found it helpful, enjoyable, or
entertaining to some degree. Overall, they entered a minimum of 2 and a maximum of 51 inputs
per person (mean 28.7, median 31). Because we wanted to understand organic system usage in
the wild, we did not provide specific guidance beyond the mechanics of using the website and the
3 The

AMT API retains information about HITs for only 90 days, and then deletes it. We unfortunately did not know this
during the deployment period, and therefore lost the opportunity to retrieve data such as AMT crowd worker IDs or ratings.
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parameters for compensation. Thus, some participants found it "a little strange to figure out what I
would put into the system and when," (P1) yet they eventually fell into one of two main groups.
The first group (six participants) entered 20 inputs or less, mostly during the beginning of the
study period. These participants reported that they either became too busy and forgot about it, they
preferred offline ways of processing negativity (e.g., talking with friends, physically writing in a
journal), or they felt like using it had some undesired impacts, as we will discuss below. The second
group (seven participants) entered between 31-51 inputs more consistently throughout the study
period. Many of these participants found it convenient to integrate Flip*Doubt usage into their daily
routines. Rather than turning to the app the moment a negative thought occurred, participants
tended to save their instances of system usage for moments when they had a bit time to collect
or reflect upon their thoughts. Several made a mental note to use it just before bed as "something
you can just vent to" and release thoughts that may have otherwise stayed spinning (P7), or as a
mechanism for "decompression and reflection on the day" (P10). Others tended to use it first thing
during the work day (e.g., after an automatic calendar reminder), or during lunch as a way to "take
a break from work" and process any negative thoughts getting in the way (P8). Finally, a couple
participants reported using Flip*Doubt mainly in "bursts." For instance, P9 said he would typically
enter 4 or 5 thoughts once every few days when thoughts that had been "sitting on the back burner"
burst forth because his mind realized "there’s an outlet now for this sort of thing." While participants
in both groups told us that participating in the study was overall a positive experience, some also
mentioned undesired effects. The next section teases apart beneficial and undesired impacts.
5.2

Impacts on participants

Here, we highlight two beneficial impacts of participation (boosts in mood, increased awareness)
and two undesired effects (cognitive overload, prompting a negative focus).
5.2.1 Boosts in mood. When participants received a high quality reframe from Flip*Doubt, they
reported that "it was a nice little pick-me-up" (P9) or "a slight boost" (P3). As P2 explained, "the really
positive ones definitely were uplifting and put me in a better mood," even if that sensation didn’t last
the entire day. P4 also emphasized that "this little boost is definitely a positive feeling to have, even if
it’s a machine saying it." Participants especially appreciated how the addition of humor to a reframe
could flip their thinking. Take the following example from P1:
Input: "No one wants to be near me because I stink."
Reframe: "People with a sensitive sense of smell are going to miss out on knowing me."
P1 rated the reframe at 4.5 stars, and provided the reason, "Very funny. I like that it frames it as
their problem because they will miss out on knowing me."
5.2.2 Increased awareness of thought patterns. Beyond temporary boosts in mood, many participants noted an even more important and meaningful impact on them–i.e. of helping them to
develop a greater awareness of problematic thoughts or situations in their lives. For example, P7
said, "[Flip*Doubt] helped me check in, like, ‘How am I feeling?’ Because sometimes I don’t." Similarly,
P10 described how, at the beginning of the study, she had been so stressed out and overworked
that she hadn’t even realized how negative and disparaging her thinking had become. She said
that Flip*Doubt “initially helped me understand that I was not in a good place. That’s the thing that I
really need to work on–figuring out what are the things that are happening before it snowballs into a
shit show.”
While all of our participants experienced one or both of these benefits at the beginning of the
study period, some discontinued use of the system when they observed one or two negative aspects,
as we will next describe.
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5.2.3 Cognitive overload. Our participants were busy grad students, and some reported that they
didn’t use Flip*Doubt as frequently as they’d imagined because of cognitive overload related to:
(1) Overthinking things: P11 said she "had to think too hard about what I’m putting in” before
typing her thoughts into the Flip*Doubt interface. She felt she needed to pre-reframe the
thought in her own mind, in order to figure out the type of response she’d like to receive in
advance. It was just too much thinking.
(2) Repetitive thinking: P4 noticed that he had been having the same negative thoughts repeatedly.
He said that, "once they started to repeat, I had trouble just coming up with new ones and got
preoccupied with other stuff."
(3) Other pressing requirements of grad school: P6, who only used the system twice, said that she
simply became too busy with her degree requirements, and couldn’t spare the time. She said,
"It just felt like another thing to do."
All of these participants eventually stopped using the system in order to protect limited cognitive
resources.
5.2.4 Prompting a negative focus. Some participants felt it was problematic to use a prompt that
specifically asked for negative thoughts. For example, despite initial enjoyment of the system, P5
explained that it eventually felt like "the thing is hungry for my negative thoughts." He began to feel
a sense of frustration and resentment that he was somehow supposed to be feeding it, therefore he
intentionally stopped using it. Likewise, P10 felt that after the system had–very usefully–helped
her develop awareness, she decided to improve her thoughts using her preferred offline tools (e.g.,
yoga, uplifting podcasts, daily journaling with pen & paper). She then felt it was not helpful to be
forced to type out negative thoughts, which had stopped occurring to her with as much natural
frequency.
Given these impacts, we asked if participants attributed any changes in their overall mood or
wellbeing to using Flip*Doubt. Beyond occasional mood boosts, they weren’t certain, or they didn’t
think so. We did not find any qualitative evidence that participating in the study had serious adverse
effects, as our instrument evaluation also suggests.
5.2.5 Instrument evaluation. We administered the PHQ-9 and GAD-7 during the initial, midpoint,
and final week of the study. The PHQ-9 instrument provides a measure of depression, with a scale
ranging from a score (𝑠) of 0 to 27. On average, participants had relatively low depression scores,
which decreased slightly over the course of the study: 𝑠¯𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 6.384, 𝑠¯𝑚𝑖𝑑 = 5.615, 𝑠¯𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 = 5.363.
The GAD-7 instrument provides a measure of anxiety, with a scale ranging from 𝑠 of 0 to 21. On
average, participants also had relatively low anxiety scores, which again decreased over the course
of the study: 𝑠¯𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 5.384, 𝑠¯𝑚𝑖𝑑 = 3.846, 𝑠¯𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 = 2.72.
Paired t-tests were used to test for significance between measurements of both instruments. The
tests were run for each pair of measurements taken over the course of the study (i.e., initial and
midpoint, midpoint and final, initial and final). The t-test scores from the PHQ-9 measurements
indicate that there were no significant changes observed. The t-test scores for the GAD-7 instrument
indicate that a significant decrease in anxiety was measured only between the initial and final
measurements (𝑝 = 0.0263, 𝑡 = 2.604). (Note that one participant dropped out, and one did not
complete final wellness surveys, thus this measurement reflects 11 participants, with 𝑑 𝑓 = 10.) We
cannot assume a causal relationship between Flip*Doubt usage and this measured drop, however we
are encouraged to observe that participants who felt like stopping did stop (as we had encouraged
them during intake), and that we did not measure or observe any dangerous or harmful impacts on
the wellbeing of participants. We also note that some participants concluded their semester shortly
before the end of the study period, possibly contributing to decreased anxiety.
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Fig. 3. Distribution of all Ratings.

6

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CONTEXT AND REFRAME RATINGS (RQ2)

In this section, we share how three types of contextual considerations impacted variation in reframe
quality: (1) the amount of context in the input, (2) the type of contextual factors in the input, and
(3) the tactics and meta-behaviors used to reframe the input. For each of these considerations,
rather than empirical claims, we offer interpretations of the data that should be considered testable
hypotheses for future work (bolded/italicized in-line) suggested by: (1) the data itself (i.e., trends
in average ratings), and (2) our intuitions after our immersive experiences of analyzing input:reframe
pairs and interview transcripts. Future work should carefully test and validate these hypotheses.
Before moving into these three considerations, we begin with a brief overview of how participants
described the reasons for their highly variable ratings of reframes. (See Figure 3 for the distribution
of all ratings, which had an overall average of 𝑟¯ = 2.56 stars, 𝜎 = 1.72. Participants enjoyed–and
rated highly–reframes that both felt true to them, and helped to "give me a different perspective."
(P3) This was especially salient when reframes provided novel ways of thinking about an issue, i.e.,
"something where I hadn’t thought of it, and it made me happier." (P8) Participants especially loved
reframes that were "feisty and funny" (P1) and reframes that felt almost as though they had been
written in the participant’s own voice. As P10 said, "That’s what I would have told myself to put
myself in a different mindset," or as P5 put it, "I could’ve written this on a better day." On the other
hand, they disliked reframes that "try to discard or devalue what I said" (P3) or low-effort responses
that made participants feel like the crowd worker "didn’t even try." (P9) Regarding middle-rated
reframes, P8 said, "If it was something that seemed relevant, and was sort of useful, but didn’t feel
particularly innovative, then it was sort of in the middle." The next three sections describe how
both the amount and type of context in the input, as well as crowd workers’ specific choices of
reappraisal tactics and meta-behaviors, impacted participants’ ratings.
6.1

Total amount of context in the input

Participants told us that they felt they received better reframes when they took the time to intentionally add more contextual details to their input. For instance, one especially striking observation
from the interviews was just how immediately (often without being asked) our participants tended
to speculate about the experience of the AMT crowd workers. For example, P5 "started to build
a personality in my mind for the entity that was behind Flip*Doubt." After using the system for a
while, participants began to tailor thoughts for crowd workers, intentionally adding more detail
"so that there’s more to work with" (P6). They also began to think more deeply and delve beneath
surface-level thoughts. For example, P8 felt the need to "dig in a little deeper to come up with a better
phrase than just ‘I suck at my job.’" Participants perceived that being more conscientious about
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their inputs did lead to better reframes. For example, P11 shared that after she "started changing
what I was putting in–like trying to put in more context," she received more high quality responses.
Consequently, our dataset of inputs includes a range of thoughts from broad, generic statements to
specific, detailed statements. In this study, our coding protocol focused on the type but not overall
amount of context provided in inputs; future work should also consider the total amount of context
(e.g., low, medium, high) to test the hypothesis that: a higher total amount of context included
in input thoughts leads to better reframes provided by others.
6.2

Specific contextual factors of the input

In this section, we discuss how the input codes relate to the quality of reframes received. We begin
by providing summary statistics and descriptions about the types of thoughts people had. Next, we
show how contextual aspects of the inputs may have impacted ratings of the reframes received,
possibly due to the controllability of the circumstances by the person providing the input, or the
relatability of the circumstances to the person providing a reframe.
6.2.1 Summary of input thoughts. Figure 4 shows the counts of codes applied to input thoughts
across the three input categories. We observe that the majority of thoughts relate to circumstances
in the Present (59.0%), rather than the Future (23.9%) or Past (17.1%). The plurality of thoughts
relate to Work or School (41.6%). Our observations while coding suggest that this category of
thoughts seemed darker and more repetitive than other categories–a cause for significant concern.
For example, one input from P3 was, "I feel like grad school has made me hate science, when I once used
to enjoy it, and I hate that I’ve become like this." These Work or School thoughts often expressed
endless stress and overwhelm, the worthlessness of their work, feelings of being demeaned by
advisors, or a sense of despair, like "slowly being ground down to nothing." (P9) Thoughts on Generic
Emotions (22.2%) and Personal Relationships (e.g., non-work related family, friendships,
romance) (20.4%) were also common, emphasizing non-grad school specific concerns related to
everyday circumstances or interpersonal interactions. Thoughts about Health and Appearance,
Managing Home Life, and Finances were relatively rare. At a higher level, most of the metatopics of these thoughts were Generic Complaints (34.0%) about negative aspects of participants’
experiences, Expressing Uncertainty or Worry (22.5%), or Self-Disparagement (21.4%),
rather than Ruminating on Others’ Thoughts, Expressing Regret, or Comparison with
Others, suggesting that participants tended to use Flip*Doubt on self-directed thoughts about
current or future circumstances, rather than thoughts directed on others or regrettable past events.
However, it is also worthwhile to note that different participants experienced different types of
negative thoughts (see supplemental analysis in Section C of the Appendix).
Given this set of input data, Figure 5 shows normalized distributions of ratings applied to
reframes they received. This figure suggests that contextual factors of the inputs may have impacted
participants’ perceptions of the quality of reframes they received. We next provide two hypotheses
for why that may be.
6.2.2 Controllability. In exit interviews, participants told us that one key aspect to a quality reframe
lies in its ability to shift their perspective. We offer one hypothesis that: the more someone feels
that the circumstances of a negative thought are within their control to change, the more
likely it is that they will perceive a reframe to be helpful or effective. For example, consider
the temporal codes. In our sample, average rating was higher for reframes of thoughts about the
Future (¯𝑟 = 2.76 stars, 𝜎 = 1.68) vs. Present (¯𝑟 = 2.54, 𝜎 = 1.73) or Past (¯𝑟 = 2.37, 𝜎 = 1.74). It
may be more difficult to convincingly shift someone’s perspective about past events that cannot be
controlled, whereas events in the present, or especially in the future, are more fluid and changeable.
Similarly, people might feel more able to do something about their Personal Relationships
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Fig. 4. Summary Counts of Input Codes. Grouped according to Temporal, Topic, or Meta-Topic categories.
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Fig. 5. Normalized Distributions of Ratings by Input Codes. Grouped according to Temporal, Topic, or
Meta-Topic categories.

(¯𝑟 = 3.06, 𝜎 = 1.63) or Home Life (¯𝑟 = 2.85, 𝜎 = 1.64), whereas they may perceive that their
Work/School (¯𝑟 = 2.43, 𝜎 = 1.75), Finances (¯𝑟 = 2.42, 𝜎 = 1.67), or Health/Appearance
(¯𝑟 = 2.10,𝜎 = 1.54) are less within their control. It might be easier to influence one’s own uncertain
thoughts or thoughts about what others are thinking (Uncertainty/Worry (¯𝑟 = 2.75, 𝜎 = 1.71)
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or Ruminations on Others’ Thoughts (¯𝑟 = 2.64, 𝜎 = 1.69)), but more difficult to reduce selfcriticism, to undo things they regret, or to change what they perceive to be true about themselves in
comparison to others (Self-Disparagement (¯𝑟 = 2.53, 𝜎 = 1.71), Expressing Regret (¯𝑟 = 2.27,
𝜎 = 1.80), Comparison with Others (¯𝑟 = 1.77, 𝜎 = 1.55).
6.2.3 Relatability. Another hypothesis is that: crowd workers may provide better reframes
when they can better relate to the context of the input thought. For example, perhaps Personal
Relationships or Managing Home Life are more ubiquitously relatable and relevant to anonymous crowd workers than, say, issues related to Health and Appearance that are potentially
more unique or stigmatizing. Furthermore, the particular issues related to Work or School experienced by grad students may not be well understood by the average, random crowd worker. For
instance, P11 said, "I felt like I was throwing too much at them," when she added too many specific
details about the complex thoughts she has about her experiences in grad school. Echoing results
from prior work [4, 67], to solve the issue of making sure the right crowd workers were flipping
their thoughts, some participants suggested that Flip*Doubt should match crowd workers and
Flip*Doubt users based on shared context–e.g., same type of job, or similar type of home life–or to
"like" and request a certain crowd worker, to get that person again in the future.
6.3

Tactics and meta-behaviors used by crowd workers to reframe inputs

We begin this section with a quote that highlights its main takeaway–i.e., that certain reappraisal
tactics and behaviors seem to work better than others. For instance, P9 described a particular type
of thought he’d input a number of times:
I would say something like, "Oh, this PhD thing, I feel like all of my research ideas are
garbage and I’m never gonna finish," and the reframe would be, [A] "Keep persevering!
You can do it!" which to me is not helpful. For some people, that might be what they
need. But something more like, [B] "You know grad school is really hard now, but
the pay off at the end of it is gonna be totally worth it," which to me is like, "Okay
yeah, yes it will."
Reframe A uses the Agency tactic, whereas reframe B uses the Change Future Consequences
tactic (as well as the Acknowledge Main Concern meta-behavior). In practice, either tactic might
be "needed," but for P9, only B seemed to resonate as true or helpful. We next explore why some
tactics and meta-behaviors may be more or less helpful.
6.3.1 Reappraisal tactics. Figure 6 shows the counts of reframe codes applied, while Figure 7
shows distributions of ratings by reframe codes. As suggested by the quote above, the perceived
effectiveness of some reappraisal tactics could be due to personal preferences–e.g., even though B
is better for P9, A could be better for someone else. This suggests the hypothesis that: different
reappraisal tactics may be more effective for different people or different situations. Yet
Fig. 7 also suggests that there may be general trends across participants. For instance, consider the
example presented in Figure 2. In this case, crowd workers happened to select three different tactics.
The reframe labeled with the Acceptance tactic (rated 4.5 stars) used a new idea with new words
that completely flipped the perspective on the problem and created a sense of "positive affirmation"
for P2. On the other hand, the Agency reframe (2 stars) used an analogous sentence structure to
the input, and simply asserted P2’s ability to change her behavior. The Direct Negation reframe
(0.5 stars) seems to be perceived to P2 as a "lie".
In general, we observed that reframes with the highest rated codes applied—for example, Silver
Lining (¯𝑟 = 3.25, 𝜎 = 1.52), Acceptance (¯𝑟 = 3.18, 𝜎 = 1.67), Change Future Consequences
(¯𝑟 = 3.02, 𝜎 = 1.63), and Technical Analytic Problem Solving (¯𝑟 = 2.98, 𝜎 = 1.73)—often
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Fig. 6. Summary Counts of Tactics and Meta-Behaviors.
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seemed more nuanced, bringing in new ideas, perspectives, or solutions. We hypothesize that:
tactics that substantively bring in new perspectives not present in the original thought will
be more successful. These four tactics were also less common, with each code individually applied
to 10-14% of reframes. Despite being the most common tactics chosen at 40.2% and 21.7% respectively,
Change Current Consequences (¯𝑟 = 2.82, 𝜎 = 1.72), and Agency (¯𝑟 = 2.89, 𝜎 = 1.53) received
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somewhat lower ratings than the first four codes mentioned. Change Current Consequences
reframes varied widely from insightful ways to re-prioritize or view a situation differently, to odd
statements that shifted focus without quite capturing the point of what the input was getting at (e.g.,
pithy generic true-isms). As in the Fig. 2 example, we observed that many Agency reframes were
relatively simple phrases (with a possibly higher-than-desirable degree of textual similarity [23])
that assert ability, possibly making them seem less thoughtful, even if relevant. It is important to
note that the higher frequency of Change Current Consequences and Agency reframes may
be due to a learning bias, since the two examples in the HIT instructions used these tactics (see
Appendix Section B.2).
On the other hand, possibly as a result of seeming dismissive of the concern presented in the
input, Distancing (¯𝑟 = 2.03, 𝜎 = 1.69) received relatively lower ratings, and was quite rarely
used (1.6%).4 Direct Negation (¯𝑟 = 0.92, 𝜎 = 0.98) reframes were described as "total garbage"
(P9), but nonetheless occurred in about 8.9% of reframe statements. Participants emphatically
described how Direct Negation statements are simply untrue and offer absolutely nothing useful.
Encouragingly, only 5.6% of reframe statements were coded Misunderstand Instructions
(¯𝑟 = 0.66, 𝜎 = 0.54), and these were (unsurprisingly) usually rated 0.5.
6.3.2 Meta-behaviors. Meta-behaviors also impacted perceptions of quality. For instance, we
developed the code Acknowledge Main Concern (¯𝑟 = 3.10, 𝜎 = 1.53) after several participants
noted that this behavior was especially beneficial because it demonstrated real understanding and
validation of the problematic stressor. For example, P7 said, "If they validate my feelings first, and then
give me a positive spin, that felt more reassuring to me." This aligns with recent work emphasizing
empathy in supportive messages [58, 86] and supports the hypothesis that: reframes that both
demonstrate deep understanding of the input problem and suggest new perspective will be
more successful. We applied Acknowledge Main Concern to only 15.3% of reframes. However,
crowd workers more frequently made unsubstantiated assumptions about participants based on
some aspect of their input. We applied Introduce New Personal Context (¯𝑟 = 2.72, 𝜎 = 1.67)
to 32.4% of reframes in situations when these assumptions translated into the reframes as brand
new details or context that had not been mentioned in the input (e.g., gender, personality traits,
or situational facts about the participant). We applied Reality Challenge (¯𝑟 = 2.73, 𝜎 = 1.67)
to 26% of reframes in cases when the reframe undermines or challenges the nature of the input
thought to suggest that something else could be true. Participants’ comments suggest that both of
these codes can be either strikingly useful (and seem quite serendipitous) if they happen to feel true
and relevant, or frustrating and useless if they happen to feel false or unfounded. As P8 described
these types of additional details or underlying assumptions added by crowd workers, "Sometimes
that matched well, and sometimes that didn’t."
Minor Grammar (¯𝑟 = 2.43, 𝜎 = 1.70) mistakes appeared in 11.5% of reframes, but seemed to
not penalize ratings too harshly compared to the overall average. On the other hand, reframes
with the Ignore Input Issues (¯𝑟 = 2.09, 𝜎 = 1.78) code and especially the Major Grammar
(¯𝑟 = 0.75, 𝜎 = 0.84) code lowered ratings substantially, though they each occurred in fewer than 4%
of reframes.
6.4

Summary of hypotheses generated through our analysis of inputs and reframes

We conclude our results with a recap of the hypotheses generated by this work that can be tested
in future studies:
4 Note

that Distancing also occurred as a secondary tactic in one of the examples present in the HIT instructions
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[H1] A higher total amount of context included in input thoughts will lead to better reframes
provided by others.
[H2] The more someone feels that the circumstances of a negative thought are within their
control to change, the more likely it is that they will perceive a reframe to be helpful or
effective.
[H3] Crowd workers may provide better reframes when they can better relate to the context
of the input thought.
[H4] Different reappraisal tactics may be more effective for different people or different
situations.
[H5] Tactics like Silver Lining, Acceptance, Change Future Consequences, Technical
Analytic Problem Solving that substantively bring in new perspectives not present in
the original thought will be more successful.
[H6] Reframes that demonstrate deep understanding of the input problem, as well as a
reappraisal tactic, will be more successful.
7

DISCUSSION

As incidence rates of mental illnesses continue to rise at alarming rates, sociotechnical systems offer
substantial promise to expand models of delivery for effective interventions [44]. Given excessive
barriers to accessing professional care, technology can provide new ways for untrained peers
and lay people to provide support for mental illness [4, 24, 67, 68]. Yet very little prior work has
leveraged novel collaborative or peer-based systems for providing well-established therapeutic
interventions like cognitive reappraisal. In this work, we described our deployment of the Flip*Doubt
prototype. Despite the time, challenges, and ethical concerns associated with building and deploying
prototypical systems for mental health, insights from this type of work are crucial toward developing
practical and scalable real-world solutions. Therefore, we now discuss ways that our results can
guide and support future work to: (1) design systems that leverage peer training and support to
help people change negative thinking patterns, and (2) incorporate AI/ML-based algorithms to
increase the effectiveness, safety, and scalability of such systems.
7.1

Implications for systems research to leverage peer training and support

In our deployment, we found that participants experienced both positive and negative impacts of
system usage as a consequence of design decisions we made for the study. To increase positive
and reduce negative outcomes, our results point to two important implications for future research
around: (1) prompting for reflection rather than negativity; and (2) providing opportunities for skills
training and practice, in addition to receiving reframes from peers.
7.1.1 Prompting for reflection rather than prompting for negative thoughts. Participants in our study
tended to “bank” negative thoughts to submit to Flip*Doubt at a later time, rather than popping
open the web app the moment they had a negative thought. This behavior may generalize to other
types of system designs, since negative thoughts can arise at any time, particularly at high-stress
moments when using an app may be overly disruptive, inconvenient, or even impossible. Thus,
participants who continued to use Flip*Doubt rather than abandoning it often did so either by
intentionally integrating it into specific moments of their daily routines when they felt they would
benefit from a reflective pause, or by using it in bursts when the floodgates would open up and issues
on the backburner could all pour out. In future studies, providing a more structured experience
for thought collection could facilitate such reflective pauses. For example, we imagine a plug-in
that scaffolds the creation of repeating events. An initial system prompt could ask users, "What
is a regular time in your daily life when you’d like to pause to collect your thoughts?" and provide
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suggestions like: first thing in the morning, lunch break, just before bed. At the appointed time,
another system prompt or notification could trigger interaction with the system–our results also
point toward ways to refine that trigger.
For example, no participants initially took issue with our prompt to purge their negative thoughts.
However, because people didn’t use the system at the exact moment when they experienced negative
thoughts, this meant that they needed to later revisit negative thoughts. This has the significant
con of essentially making them re-experience negative thoughts a second time by writing them
down, and possibly ingraining them even more deeply. As described in Sec. 5.2.4, some people grew
to resent this focus on negativity over time, even if the system caused them to initially develop a
useful and desirable awareness of their negative thought patterns. Thus, we suggest that after an
initial period focused on identifying negative thoughts and developing awareness, a better prompt
may be, "Would you like to check in with your thoughts right now?" This prompt does not oblige
people to have negative thoughts on a given day, and could allow people to begin to own more
positive thought patterns as they develop. Of course, if people enter positive thoughts into the
system, the system response should not need to involve cognitive reappraisal at that point. An
interesting direction for future work can be to determine appropriate psychological techniques
for peer responses to positive thoughts to best support an individual’s continued progress—e.g.,
affirmation of progress, congratulations, additional questions to provoke more insight, or possibly
even nudges to do other beneficial offline activities and wellness or stress management practices
(as in [71], for example).
7.1.2 Opportunities for skills training and practice. Furthermore, even though participants enjoyed
mood boosts, occasional laughs, and even reductions in negative thinking, we observed only
minimal evidence that Flip*Doubt users actually learned or applied the skill of cognitive reappraisal
through receiving reframes from others. Conversely, some participants described cognitive overload
(Sec. 5.2.3) which caused them to stop using the app. Some investment of cognitive work is necessary
to address negative thought patterns; however, it is possible that the open and unrestricted nature of
how we asked participants to use the system contributed to a feeling of overwhelm or overthinking,
while our focus on collecting as many negative thoughts as possible contributed to repetitive
thinking. Therefore, we suggest that: (1) providing more structure to the reflective pauses described
above might afford better opportunities for self-reflection and skills practice and learning; (2) it
may be more worthwhile to engage deeply with a few core negative thoughts than to try to capture
and process many negative thoughts regularly.
For instance, some participants learned to “pre-reframe” their own thoughts, and then adjust the
way they entered inputs into the system, due to awareness of how humans on the other end would
consider them. This self-reflection may be a useful activity in and of itself, and could potentially
feel less overwhelming if it were directly supported by the system. For example, a simple dialogue
box or pop-up could appear after entering input that asks: “If you were to read this thought as
though it weren’t yours, do you think it provides enough context to respond to in a helpful way?” An
even better way would be to ask participants to critically evaluate their input by completing a
labeling exercise–e.g., they could answer questions about whether the thought is about something
in the Present, Future, or Past, and what the topic (e.g., Personal Relationships, Work
or School, etc.) and meta-topic (e.g., Self-Disparagement, Expressing Regret, etc.) of the
thought are. Pinpointing these issues could help users develop a greater awareness of patterns
that ail them, and may better prepare them to reframe their thoughts. Another excellent way to
cause users to deeply engage could be to ask them to provide a reframe of their own thought (as in
Intellicare Thought Challenger [56]) before sending it to the crowd. Likewise, labelling their own
reframes with our codebook tactics could make them more consciously aware of their own default
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Fig. 8. A Human Computation Pipeline for Cognitive Reappraisal Platforms.

manner of reframing, and allow them to compare with supportive reframe tactics from others to
maximize their learning.
Research also shows that providing extrinsic emotional regulation for others is also beneficial for
the supporter [41, 57, 66, 100]. In particular, reappraising others’ thoughts can be highly effective for
improving one’s own well-being [5], possibly because cognitive distance allows for more flexible or
less distorted thinking, which may then be transferable to one’s own situation [49]. We originally
considered a study design in which participants reappraised others’ thoughts, however our small
sample size and recruitment methods led to anonymity concerns; we wanted participants to feel
they could express thoughts freely without social repercussions. Future work in more anonymous
contexts (e.g., Koko [24]) can build on insights from this work to support cognitive reappraisal
tasks for self and others.
7.1.3 Implications for psychology. Beyond implications for sociotechnical systems, our results and
codebooks may also be useful for psychology research and practice more broadly. For example, our
results can inform the development of more extensive training resources for cognitive reappraisal.
In CBT/DBT, clients often complete take-home pen-and-paper worksheets or skills packets [11, 80];
a one- or two-page guide to selecting reappraisal tactics could be developed to supplement existing
materials. Such a guide could be enriched and validated by future research that statistically tests
the hypotheses we present in this work (see Sec. 7.3.5). It could also easily be translated into an
online format or module and included in online versions of CBT/DBT [20, 85], or in a “resources”
section of an online community or collaborative peer-based platform for mental health, to provide
the much-needed training called for by prior work [67].
In this section, we have discussed design strategies for improving cognitive reappraisal systems
in order to potentially reduce cognitive overload and an overly negative focus. These strategies
could support greater self-reflection and skill learning for users receiving reframes, however they
mostly do not yet speak to our aim of developing mechanisms for safely and effectively involving
peer supporters. Consequently, we next propose and describe opportunities for AL/ML-based
algorithms that could help with this goal.
7.2

Integrating AI/ML-based algorithms in platforms for cognitive reappraisal

Recent literature reviews on mental health and machine learning suggest that most papers sought
to understand, detect, and diagnose users’ mental health states, offering contributions for initial
technical development of algorithms [83, 93]. Only a tiny fraction deployed end-to-end algorithmic
systems or sought to improve available treatments, suggesting important opportunities for “more
effective tailoring of interventions to each person’s unique mental health and support needs.” [93]
Figure 8 outlines a three-step human-computation pipeline for use in peer-based platforms for
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cognitive reappraisal. Although such a pipeline is not itself novel, we describe ways in which our
results can help to improve either the effectiveness and personalization (Steps A and B) or safety
(Step C) of cognitive reappraisal platforms like Flip*Doubt, Koko, or future systems.
7.2.1 Step A. After a user inputs a negative thought, the first step is to match the thought with 𝑁
users to provide reframe(s). This leads to two major considerations:
(1) Matching mechanisms. Our results suggest that relatability may be one factor affecting
reframe quality. Rather than random matching (as in Flip*Doubt and Koko), matching users
based on shared contextual aspects of their lives or identities [4, 51, 67, 88], or allowing users
to identify people they’d like to interact with again, may improve reframe quality by allowing
crowd workers to better understand the specific context of the task [82].
(2) Selecting 𝑁 . In this study, we selected 𝑁 =3 to generate more data about reappraisal behaviors,
given a limited amount of input. Participants commented that it was helpful to see multiple
reframes–especially when they employed different tactics or perspectives. Consequently,
selecting 𝑁 > 1 may be educationally useful. However, selecting too large of an 𝑁 might
require too much community effort or result in choice overload [84]. Future research can
determine the best value of 𝑁 to support positive outcomes for skill learning.
7.2.2 Step B. The second step is to produce 𝑁 reframes. Assuming that many users have never
received clinical training in cognitive reappraisal, the purpose of algorithms at this step should
be assistive. For example, findings from Flip*Doubt suggest mechanisms similar to the “Assess” or
“Recommend” modes of MepsBot [73]. As a case in point, participants told us that the Acknowledge
Main Concern meta-behavior improved reframes. One way to generate this meta-behavior could
be a two-step crowd work process (i.e., first create an acknowledgement statement, then add a
reframe tactic). A second way could be by inserting additional instructions, although more than
one or two lines of instructions may result in key points being neglected.5 We suggest two ways
that algorithms could reduce cognitive load, while still providing a valuable learning experience:
(1) Generating Partial Reframes. Similar to the empathetic rewriting task in [86], an algorithm
could identify the main issue in an input thought, and composes a phrase of validation. Say
an input were “Grad school is too hard." An algorithm could generate a phrase like, “Even
though grad school feels hard, ..." and then allow a human to compose the rest. This approach
could encourage use of a helpful meta-behavior and simultaneously discourage use of the
damaging Direct Negation tactic, or Ignore Input Issue meta-behaviors.
(2) Suggesting Tactics. An algorithm could assess characteristics of the user and/or input,
and next suggest specific tactics to the re-appraiser. For example, assume that tactics like
Technical Analytic Problem Solving or Change Future Consequences are better
for topics related to Work or School than say, Change Current Circumstances. Rather
than generic instructions, the system could embed specific tactics into more refined instructions–
e.g., “Please reframe this thought by proposing a way that this person could solve the described
problem” or “Please reframe this thought by describing positive future consequences.” Alternatively, it might provide examples that use those tactics to induce a learning bias, as may have
occurred in our study.6
5 For

instance, after our main instruction to “Rewrite this thought in a way that is more positive,” our HIT instructions
explicitly stated that crowd workers should not directly negate the input thought. Yet Direct Negation nonetheless
occurred in 8.9% of reframes.
6 Our data does not provide an easy way to assess learning bias. However the high prevalence of Change Current
Circumstances and Agency codes, given that examples of these tactics appeared in the instructions, suggests that some
learning bias may be present.
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7.2.3 Step C. Similar to Reddit and Wikipedia [19, 38, 91], semi-automated moderation could help
to prevent ineffective or abusive reframes. In a system like Panoply/Koko, we could design algorithmic systems to screen toxic or unhelpful reframes–e.g., reframes predicted as Misunderstand
Instructions, Ignore Input Issue(s), Direct Negation, or Major Grammar.
7.3

Ethics, Limitations and Future Work

7.3.1 Data sources. Our dataset of input:reframe pairs is not large enough for training AI/ML
models or building applications. Acquiring large training datasets is a major challenge for ML in
mental health [93]. One strategy is to retrieve sets of public content from online communities
(such as Reddit, as in [73]). However, recent controversies [43] and research [17, 93] highlight
ethical tensions for building models that rely on large sets of public data, due to known biases
in the data (e.g., gender and race) [12, 16]. Moreover, online community users often have not
knowingly consented to this data use; whether/how to responsibly use publicly available data is
an ongoing ethical discourse in HCI [28–30, 90, 102]. In this work, we recruited and consented
participants. We explained how data would be used, and participants decided whether/how to use
the system accordingly. Future work can continue to source data from a broader set of consenting
participants, either through additional field studies, or collaborating with existing groups (e.g.,
CBT/DBT groups) or new or existing online communities. Efforts should be made to recruit diverse
populations who are empowered to flag and withhold problematic data, and to take a human- and
community-centered approach to building, deploying, and evaluating algorithms [101].
7.3.2 Ethical considerations with potentially vulnerable populations. The graduate student population experiences higher rates of mental illness, yet our protocol excludes those with any more
than “minimal” suicide risk–a choice also described in [64]. However, this choice might be argued
to run counter to the Belmont Principle of Justice [39], which is intended to ensure that research
participants can possibly benefit from research. P10 noted concerns about this:
I wonder if [Flip*Doubt] wouldn’t actually be more helpful for the people you disqualified
from the study...That could have actually changed someone’s life in a moment when they
really needed it. I don’t feel like I’m on the edge where I need that, but it’s kind of a weird
form of discrimination, for something about mental health.
For these reasons, a recent consensus statement from domain experts recommends not to exclude
such individuals or remove them from research against their will, and provides additional guidance
for working with potentially suicidal participants [65]. Given this, how can we best balance risks
to all involved, including participants, moderators, therapists, and even researchers, whose mental
health can be seriously compromised while working in this domain [99]? Pinning down ethical
processes for selection, training, and compensation criteria for participants, moderators, and
researchers is an essential open question for future work.
7.3.3 Sample Limitations. Our small sample is not representative of all graduate students, nor does
it capture all possible diversity of race, gender, age, or discipline. Graduate students are also not
representative of the general population, while other populations would likely experience very
different thoughts and perceptions. Future work should expand to include both broader populations
(e.g., general public), as well as more niche, marginalized, and/or stigmatized communities.
7.3.4 Paid incentives. Paid incentives may have impacted the quality or quantity of thoughts
input by Flip*Doubt users; some negative inputs could have been “manufactured” rather than
truly organic system usages. Likewise, paid incentives for crowd workers likely influenced their
motivations and the quality of task completion. In comparison with Koko [24, 58], Flip*Doubt
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seemed to receive a higher volume of poorly rated reframes. Altruistic motives may mediate better
responses, thus future work can address this limitation by not relying on paid incentives.
7.3.5 Assessing and labeling future cognitive reappraisal datasets. Our study used ratings as an
informative starting point for assessing the quality of reframes. Although ratings can provide a
useful model of internal preferences [47], they also have some intrinsic limitations. For instance,
ratings are imperfect measures of internal preferences [26, 46] that are subject to psychological
effects [22] and that can shift over time [3]. To address these limitations, future work should use
more refined assessments of reframes. For example, our work suggests the importance of the
following factors: (1) introducing new perspective, (2) personal relevance to the user, (3) humor or
cleverness, and (4) quality of the writing itself. Using Likert scales on these factors to complement
or replace ratings would be highly informative.
Furthermore, our field study of Flip*Doubt necessarily relies on manual researcher annotation
to initially generate codebooks. However, manual researcher annotation is impractical on large
datasets. In Sec. 7.1.2, we suggest that participants could provide labels on their own data (both
inputs and reframes); such a labeling activity would substantially bolster future research efforts
by reducing the need for manual annotation, while also creating a more user-centric model for
how researchers engage with data for ML, as called for by [93]. While our codebooks are an
excellent starting point, a broader deployment could also reveal new categories; therefore providing
a “Something else” option with a free-response field would allow participants to surface new
categories. Expanding the evaluation process in this way would likely be too cognitively taxing on
users if we ask for a high volume of inputs. Future research can collect smaller numbers of inputs
from each participant, and use 𝑁 = 1 to gather independent assessments of input:reframe pairs.
Such a study design would enable better statistical and hypothesis testing, and allow researchers to
study which tactics work best for different types of inputs, individuals, or situations.
8

CONCLUSION

This paper has provided an in-depth exploration of how a sample of 13 graduate students interacted
with Flip*Doubt–a novel crowd-powered system for cognitive reappraisal. Our month-long deployment contributes in-depth knowledge about how participants used the system in the wild and new
codebooks to describe contextual aspects of negative thoughts and reformulation tactics for positive
reframes. These codebooks can help to shape future analyses and methods for gathering, analyzing,
and labeling larger datasets. Finally, we outline important implications for future systems research
and for innovation in AI/ML to support cognitive reappraisal. All together, we hope this work
can help guide future researchers and innovators to build and deploy effective interventions and
systems for mental health support and recovery.
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INTERVIEW PROTOCOL

Semi-structured interviews were conducted in person or over telephone after the completion of the
one-month study deployment period. Participants had already been informed of the nature and
purpose of the research at intake, thus we began interviews simply by requesting consent to record.
Next, we used the following questions as the basis for all interviews, while also asking additional
follow-up questions on an individual basis:
• Please describe your experience using Flip*Doubt over the past month.
• When did you find yourself most likely to use the app? Why did you use it at that time?
• To what degree did you naturally have negative thoughts occurring that you wanted to input
vs. having to “come up with one”?
• What did you like about using Flip*Doubt?
• What did you dislike about using Flip*Doubt?
• Have you noticed any differences in your mood or wellbeing that you would attribute to
using Flip*Doubt?
• How would you generally describe why you rated things positively or negatively?
• Do you have any particular favorite reframes, or stories about using the app that really stand
out? What made them memorable?
• How do you feel about the thoughts being reframed by random strangers vs. people you
know?
• How would you feel about being on the other side, i.e. reframing other people’s thoughts?
• If you could add any features at all to Flip*Doubt, what would they be and why?
• Is there anything else you would like to share about your experience that we haven’t talked
about yet?
B

INSTRUCTIONS PRESENTED TO AMAZON MECHANICAL TURK
CROWDWORKERS

B.1

Verbatim HIT Instructions

HIT Title: “Re-write a negative thought with a positive spin.”
HIT Instructions: The following text is a negative thought that a person typed about themself:
[Participant’s Input]
Rewrite this thought in a way that is more positive. For instance, try to think up a way of saying
it that might go on a motivational poster. Try to be as inspirational as possible so that you can
encourage the person to feel better about themself!
[Free Response Text Field to Write Reframe]
Here is an example negative thought: "I am so terrible at speaking in public...everyone is going to
think I’m an idiot."
Acceptable responses could be:
• "I present great ideas. That’s what really matters."
• "I am going to share my brilliance with the world, and who cares what they think!"
Note: You cannot simply negate what was written, or make the thought more negative. Unacceptable responses include not changing the text at all, submitting nothing, or something like:
• "I am not terrible at speaking in public, and everyone is not going to think I’m an idiot."
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• "I suck so bad at speaking in public. What a complete loser!"
B.2

Potential Learning Bias

In the above examples, if the example reframes were to be coded according to our coding protocol,
codes applied would be as presented in blue below.
• "I present great ideas. That’s what really matters." Change Current Consequences
• "I am going to share my brilliance with the world, and who cares what they think!" Agency,
Distancing
• "I am not terrible at speaking in public, and everyone is not going to think I’m an idiot."
Direct Negation
• "I suck so bad at speaking in public. What a complete loser!" Misunderstand Instructions
Change Current Consequences and Agency were the top two most commonly applied tactics
codes. This is potentially due to a learning bias resulting from exposure to the above examples.
Future work could determine if this is true by repeating data collection with different examples
that use different tactics, and seeing if the frequency of codes shifts towards the tactics presented
in examples. The fact that Distancing was rarely applied is also worth noting. (In this case,
Distancing is a second tactic phrase, possibly making it less influential.)
C

DIFFERENTIAL NEGATIVE THOUGHT PATTERNS

We completed a supplementary analysis in order to understand: Do different users experience different
patterns of negative thoughts (thus leading to inputs with differentially applied codes)?

Table 3. Results of holm-bonferroni corrected chi-sq. test.

We computed the number of input codes applied to thoughts each user had, and the number
of times each user had that code applied. For each of 15 codes, we treated this like a binomial
process: either a user’s thought does, or does not, have that code. We used a 13-sample chi-sq. test
to test the null hypothesis that, for a given code, all users generated thoughts with this code at
the same rate. A small 𝑝-value indicates that at least two users generate thoughts with different
codes. Finally, we applied a holm-bonferroni 𝑝-value correction to account for 14 non-independent
𝑝-value tests. Table 3 shows results demonstrating that for 9 out of 15 codes (which are all more
commonly applied codes), there exist meaningful differences in use-rate between at least two users.
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The favorable alignment of significant results against well-used codes indicates that this is likely to
be a result that is generally true, which is being limited by code use patterns and data sample size.
D
D.1

DETAILED CODEBOOK INFORMATION
Adaptation from Prior Codebook by McRae et al.

The Reformulation Tactics codebook from [53] included the following bulleted reformulation
tactics, which in some cases were modified from the original code title (left) to better match the
data and support consistent application of codes. Most of the codes maintained the same basic
meaning of McRae’s codes, however our code definitions include a few more specific textual
indicators/instructions that help to distinguish between cases (e.g. see our defintions of “Agency”
and “Technical-Analytic Problem Solving.” If a code was substantially altered, we provide an
explanation to the right of the arrows below:
• Explicitly Positive → Our research team changed the title of this code to “Silver Lining”
because we felt that it helped to clarify when the code was applicable (e.g. the code’s definition
that something good/positive occurred specifically because of something bad/negative). All
reframes are intended to be positive, therefore the phrase “explicitly positive” felt confusing
and too easy to over-apply. As in McRae, we still used this code as an “orthogonal” code
which must be applied in addition to a main tactic code.
• Change Current Circumstances
• Reality Challenge → Our research team migrated this code out of the Reformulation Tactics
codebook and into the Meta-Behaviors codebook because it was very difficult to reliably
distinguish it from “Change Current Circumstances.” Additionally, reframe statements that
use other main reformulation tactics can also challenge the nature of a situation, suggesting
that “Reality Challenge” is better suited to an additional Meta-Behavior than a main tactic.
• Change Future Consequences
• Agency
• Distancing → We retained this code from McRae, however we narrowed its scope to only
include statements/words that the user shouldn’t care about the input issue, or that the input
issue doesn’t matter. Broader conceptions of the code as any form of psychological distancing
were again difficult to reliably differentiate from Change Current Circumstances.
• Technical-Analytic Problem Solving
• Acceptance
Our reformulation tactics codebook adds the new codes “Direct Negation” and “Misunderstand
Instructions,” which were not present in McRae, while our Meta-Behaviors codebook is new
compared to McRae (except for the Reality Challenge code, which we migrated to the MetaBehaviors codebook instead of Reformulation tactics). We note that “Change Current Circumstances”
is the broadest category in this codebook and was also the most common tactic used in this study;
future work could potentially provide finer-grained subdivision of this code to assess even more
specific strategies for changing current circumstances.
For future researchers interested in using our codebooks, we are happy to discuss the nuances of
our coding application, or to share more examples from our data. Please direct inquiries in this
topic to the lead author of this study.
D.2

Complete Codebooks
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Codes for Inputs

Temporal

𝛼 = 0.94

Topic

𝛼 = 0.83

Definition

Past

May involve present or past tense verbs, but uses language
suggesting that the subject of the thought is from the past.
Thoughts that express past issue(s) that are causing distress in
the present should be labeled past.

Present

These thoughts focus on the current state of the person.

Future

Mentions the future or uses language that suggests the subject
of the thought is something about the future.

Personal
Relationships

Involves personal relationship(s) with one or more other people,
or even pets (not including pet care, which is “logistics of life”). If
bosses, advisors or coworkers are mentioned, then the thought
should be "work or school."

Work or School

Involves feelings about, conflicts related to, or
performance/progress at work or school.

Health and
Appearance

Involves health, appearance, fitness level, eating or sleep habits,
of other things attributable to health.

Financial

Involves money, finances, ability to pay for future expenses,
indebtedness, and complaints about cost.

Managing Home
Life

Involves logistics of life such as chores, errands, raising children,
or a negative status at home. Unless the thought specifically
mentions work, this category also includes general statements of
overwhelm, time management issues, or having too many
responsibilities.

Generic Emotions

Involves emotions or feelings that do not specifically relate to a
concrete topic.

SelfDisparagement

Statements that reflect internal self-doubt, self-critique, inability,
insecurity, lack of self worth, or other negative statements that
resemble put-downs, insults, or insufficiencies. It also includes
statements that imply a person needs to or should do better or
more than what they’re presently doing.
Expressions of anguish or regret about past events, relationships
or decisions. There must be explicit signals of regret, such as

Expressing Regret “should have done X differently” or “I regret…” or “I wish I had not
Y.”

Meta-Topic

𝛼 = 0.84

Comparison with
Others

Statements of comparison to friends, family, peers, or mentors.

Statements that express uncertainty or worry about how things
Expressing
are going now, or will turn out in the future. May be expressed in
Uncertainty/Worry the form of a question, or a rhetorical question.
Ruminating on
Statements expressing fear of what other people will think,
Others’ Thoughts including judgement, assumptions that other people have
negative opinions, or worry about people’s motivations.
and Motivations
Complaints or statements about hard facts of life, reality,

Generic Complaint situations, events, people, etc. Includes any thought that does

not fit neatly into any other category without additional inference.

Table 4. Full Codebook for Inputs. 𝛼 is Krippendorf’s alpha, calculated for three coders.
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Reformulation Tactics

Definition

The person or situation is better off, or something positive “is able to or allowed to occur”
specifically because of some aspect of the negative input stressor.
Rule: As in McRae et al., this code is designated to be "orthogonal" and must be applied
in addition to a main tactic code.
Changes the interpretation or even the nature of the current circumstance, possibly by
Change Current
0.64 adding new information to the input statement that was not present in the original
Circumstances
thought. Must be present or past tense.
Specifies that in the future, the consequences will be different, better, or improved rather
Change Future
0.85 than what one might first assume. May include language like, “The situation will improve
Consequences
with time, it’ll get better soon.” Must be future tense.
Invokes that a person has the skill, or will work with someone who has the skills, to
Agency
0.75 change the current situation, or re-states the input with an assertion that the person will
actively do something about the issue described in the input.

Silver Lining

Meta-Behaviors

𝛼

417:37

0.78

Invokes psychological distance through stating that the person shouldn’t care about the
negative stressor, or else that it doesn’t matter.
Focuses on specific steps that were not explicitly mentioned in the input that can be
Technicaltaken to solve or improve the situation.
Analytic
0.72 Rule: If a statement uses agency-like language (e.g. I can, or I will), followed by a new
Problem
problem-solving step or action not mentioned in input, the code Technical-Analytic
Solving
Problem Solving should be applied, not Agency.
Normalizes the negative event invoking the justification that sometimes bad things
happen. Could add or shift perspective that encourages acceptance of the circumstance
Acceptance
0.65 without having to change the circumstance itself.
Rule: If the reframe acknowledges the problem, but then uses a different main tactic, the
code “Acknowledge Main Concern” should be applied, not “Acceptance.”
Simply stating the opposite of the input, without further insight or interpretation.
Direct Negation
1 Rules: If a statement is both a direct negation and another tactic, Direct Negation trumps
the other tactic. If Direct Negation is applied, do not apply Reality Challenge, Introduce
New Personal Context, or Ignore Input Issue(s).

Distancing

N/A*

Misunderstand
Instructions

0.81 or (2) an example from the instructions that is unrelated to the input.

Reality
Challenge

0.6 or suggests that the input thought might be inaccurate in some way, e.g. by making

Introducing
New Personal
Context

0.6 true about the specific context/personal qualities/thoughts/feelings of the participant.

This includes copy/pasting or paraphrasing (without reframing) either: (1) the input itself,
Undermines or challenges the nature of the situation that is implied by the input thought,
assumptions that might be untrue.

Reframe includes new information (never mentioned in the input) that may or may not be
Rule: This excludes statements that assume ability.
The reframe contains a phrase (separate from the main clause) that repeats a concern
communicated by the input, as a means of validating the concern.

Acknowledge
Main Concern

0.85 Rule: If an input has the format, “Because of X, Y”, and the reframe, “Because of X, Z”,

Ignore Input
Issue(s)

0.76

where “Because of X” is identical or synonymous (i.e. no additional perspective added),
this does not get the “Acknowledge Main Concern” code.

Minor Grammar 0.64

The reframe does not relate to any issues in the input (e.g. generic motivation).
Rule: This code cannot be applied if “Acknowledge Main Concern” is applied.
One or two misspellings, mispunctuations, incorrect capitalizations, missed articles, or
minor erroneous phrasing.
Rules: If a grammar issue in the input is replicated in the reframe, do not apply this code.
There must be a definite error, i.e. awkward phrasing doesn't get this code.

Major Grammar N/A* ALL CAPS, severely erroneous or nonsensical phrasing.

Table 5. Full Codebook and Coding Rules for Reframes. 𝛼 is Krippendorf’s alpha, calculated for three coders.
The language of Reformulation Tactics definitions is directly adapted from [53]; see Section D.1 above for a
description of how codes were adapted.
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